Earth Science Outside – Tooele County –
LAKESIDE MOUNTAINS
FOSSILS
Meeting date: Thursday, October 17, 2019
Where we meet: Delle, UT. NORTH SIDE of Exit 70 off I-80.
A gas station is on the south side of the exit.
THE PLAN

3 PM -- Meet - Issues? My cell: 801-647-8155.
Car pool.
From Delle, cross to the north side of I-80, travel west on the frontage road 3 mi. The road bears right (northeast).
Cross the railroad tracks, and continue straight (right fork). Continue 3.4 mi. Go left (north) on a less-traveled dirt
about .5 mi.
PATTERNS- Let patterns be your guideto the fossil locale.
GOAL: Locate expressions of the Great Blue Limestone,
a massive, blue-gray formation.
Step 1. Admire it on the skyline (white buildings).
Step 2. Recognize the tilting of layers.
Step 3. Project them to the valley floor.
Step 4. Follow instructions... being aware of logic.
NOTE: Evidence of (relatively recent) Lake Bonneville versus hundreds of millions of year’s old rock units that
now are tilted.
HUNT for fossils. Some are on sediments of the alluvial fan. Others are in outcrop.

EARTH MATERIALS
PATTERNS

PATTERNS: Gain confidence... bedrock vs sediment.
SEDIMENTS are the story of the present.
Erosion, Transport, and Deposition are the steps of sedimentation
Agents of sedimentation are:
Wind (important but grossly over-rated.
Water (Can’t say enough about it)
Ground failure (Landslides, rock falls)
Humans.
DEBRIS FLOWS are part ground failure, part water.
Dangerous. Destructive.
Note the size of the sediments “carried” by debris flow.
BEDROCK is the story of the past.

FOSSILS

In BEDROCK - the fossils are the same age as the bedrock they are in.
In SEDIMENTS (chunks of rock deposited by debris flow, the fossils are the age of the bedrock the rock came from,
whereas the sediments are given the age of their deposition.

Fossils can indicate the age of the rock that encases them. The horn corals of the Lakeside Mountains indicate that the
Great Blue Limestone is about 300 million years old, the Missippian/Pennsylvanian “Carboniferous” time period.
The fossils also indicate the environment in which they died, and often indicate the conditions where they lived.
Horn corals of the Lakeside Mountains lived when Utah looked so differnt from today!! Utah was south of the equator
and near sea level. Picture the Bahamas of today! Corals abound, the sea is relativel warm. Hurricanes can complicate
the record.

Fossil finds by Peg Alderman
and Genevieve Atwood,
October 2018, Lakeside Mtns.

Clockwise from lower left:
MIT-Reconstruction of Life

WmLeeStokes - schematic of
Missippian.
Stokes and Balsley- Missippian fossils
Fossils of Lakeside Mountains
USU-GeoCache-Missippian
Assemblage.

CROSS-CUTTING PATTERNS
For example: today’s erosion cuts bedrock units		

SUPERPOSITION (what is on what).

Therefore, the bedrock units are older than today’s surface.

HAVING FIGURES OUT some relative ages... HERE’S how Lehi Hintze has summarized Utah’s geologic past..
Utah’s geologic past can be told as nine chapters (L.F. Hintze, facing page). Three of those nine chapters are well-represented here (Chapters NINE—Now, Stretch; CHAPTER 6 – Scrunch and Swamps; and CHAPTER 3 – Shallow Seas).
CHAPTER NINE of Utah’s geologic past is the formation of the basins and ranges of the Basin and Range by extensional tectonics, erosion of ranges, and deposition of sediments in basins, including sediments of Lake Bonneville.
Tectonics rules... extensional tectonics.
CHAPTER EIGHT – Impressive igneous… for example, ore deposits of the Oquirrh Mountains. Evidence here is the
search for minerals, the mine addit near where we parked.
CHAPTER SEVEN – Seven-Up… the region rose about a mile.
CHAPTER SIX – Scrunch and Swamps. Mountain building and compressional tectonics folded and faulted rock units
here. Evidence here includes tilted layers of bedrock. Compressional tectonics ruled!
CHAPTER FIVE – Deserts and Dinosaurs. Evidence of this chapter is missing. It may have been eroded during Chapter Six, scrunch and Swamps.
CHAPTER FOUR – Broad Basins. Bedrock of the Oquirrh Mountains lies across bedrock of these horn corals.
CHAPTER THREE – Shallow Seas … seas come in and seas come out. Evidence here includes sea floor sediments
that became gray bedrock and fossils, including HORN CORALS..
CHAPTER TWO – Metamorphic Lite. Present in many areas of Utah. If here, it’s buried by our bedrock layers.
CHAPTER ONE – Metamorphic Basement. Underneath it all. This bedrock dates from so long ago that the rocks are
difficult to decipher and come from a history that is poorly understood. This bedrock underlies the region but we do
not see evidence here as it is buried deeply by relatively younger units.

ACTIVITY... Put a CHECK next to the evidence (observation) you’ve recognized.
CHAPTER NINE – of Utah’s Geologic Past. The Present meaning the past few million years.
___ Check if you observe CROSS-CUTTING by erosion of the mountains.
___ Check if you observe SUPERPOSITION n the basins south, Tule Valley and its Lake Bonneville sediments.
State the obvious: are the sediments off in the distance younger than, or older than the gray bedrock of the Lakesides?
_________________. How do you know? (HINT... two “words” _____________________________
CHAPTER SIX – Scrunch and Swamps. Evidence of this chapter includes folding and faulting of bedrock.
____ Check if you observe TILT of gray bedrock layers.
Which came first, the gray bedrock or its tilting? __________________________
How do you know? (HINT... two “words”) _____________________________
CHAPTER THREE – Shallow Seas … seas came in and seas went out.
Sea floor sediments become gray bedrock. Fossils of this time frame include HORN CORALS.
___ Check if you observe LAYERS that contain diverse types of shells and corals.
___ Check if you observe LAYERS that underlie the layers with corals in them
___ Check if you observeLAYERS that overlie the layers with corals in them.
If you wanted to locate another place, nearby, with corals how would you go about finding it?
______________________________
BIG CONCEPT...
Were there HORN CORALS in Lake Bonneville?
How do you know?

HOW TO BECOME a FOSSIL in Five East Steps (adapted from Smithsonian
Please read and use this original version:
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/five-easy-steps-becoming-fossil-180955167/
STEP One: Have hard body parts (bones and teeth) that will survive long enough to fossilize.
STEP Two: Get buried in order to be perserved.
STEP Three. Have a burial place that is not subject to disasters or other reasons that might disturb the site. For
example, erosion must be less than deposition at the site.
STEP Four. Exchange soft body parts, such as intestines, with crystals.
STEP Five. Be extremely LUCKY. “It’s a very rare event to become a fossil.”

